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Abstract. Given a compact p-adic Lie group over an arbitrary base field we
prove that its distribution algebra is Fre´chet-Stein with Auslander regular Ba-
nach algebras whose global dimensions are bounded above by the dimension
of the group. As an application, we show that nonzero coadmissible mod-
ules coming from smooth or, more general, U(g)-finite representations have a
maximal grade number (codimension) equal to the dimension of the group.
1. Introduction
Given a locally L-analytic group G where L ⊆ Cp is a finite extension of Qp P.
Schneider and J. Teitelbaum recently developed a systematic framework to study
locally analytic G-representations in topological p-adic vector spaces (cf. [ST1-6]).
At the center of this theory lies a certain subcategory CG of modules over the K-
valued locally analytic distribution algebra D(G,K), K ⊆ Cp being a complete
and discretely valued extension of L. The category CG (the coadmissible mod-
ules) is contravariantly equivalent to the category of admissible locally analytic
G-representations via the functor ”passage to the strong dual”. The construction
of CG relies on the fact that, when G is compact, the algebra D(G,K) is Fre´chet-
Stein. The latter means thatD(G,K) equals a projective limit of certain noetherian
Banach algebras Dr(G,K) with flat transition maps. Furthermore, Schneider and
Teitelbaum prove ([ST5], Thm. 8.9) that, in case L = Qp and G is compact, the
ring D(G,K) is ”almost” Auslander regular: the rings Dr(G,K) are Auslander
regular with a global dimension bounded above by the dimension of the manifold
G. This result allows to establish a well-behaved dimension theory on CG where the
usual grade number serves as a codimension function. On the other hand, it allows
to deduce important properties of the locally analytic duality functor (in the sense
of [ST6]) e.g. its involutivity.
The present work establishes the regularity property of D(G,K) over arbitrary
base fields. Its main result is the
Theorem. Let G be a compact locally L-analytic group. Then D(G,K) has the
structure of a K-Fre´chet-Stein algebra where the corresponding Banach algebras are
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Auslander regular rings whose global dimensions are bounded above by the dimension
of G.
We remark straightaway that the desired Banach algebras arise in the same fashion
as in [ST5] i.e. they come as quotient Banach algebras via the map D(G0,K) →
D(G,K). Here, G0 denotes the underlying locally Qp-analytic group and the map
is dual to embedding locally L-analytic functions into locally Qp-analytic functions
on G.
The brief outline of the paper is as follows. After reviewing the notions of
uniform pro-p groups and Fre´chet-Stein algebras in our setting (sections 2-3) we
begin by investigating certain standard subgroups H of G serving as locally L-
analytic analogues of uniform groups (section 4). In section 5 we generalize the
filtration methods developed in [ST5] to the base field L. As a result we may
deduce the regularity properties for the algebras Dr(H,K) when r is ”sufficiently
small” and H is as above. We then use the existence of a well-behaved filtration
of D(H,K) by Fre´chet-Stein subalgebras (arising functorially from the lower p-
series of H) to deduce the main result (sections 6-7). We finish by describing the
resulting dimension theory on CG. As an application we show that coadmissible
modules coming from smooth or, more general, U(g)-finite G-representations (as
studied in [ST1]) are zero-dimensional.
Notations. Throughout, Qp ⊆ L ⊆ K ⊆ Cp is a chain of complete intermediate fields
where L/Qp is finite and K is discretely valued. If not otherwise stated G denotes
a compact locally L-analytic group, gL its Lie algebra and exp an exponential map.
Let κ := 1 resp. κ := 2 if p is odd resp. even.
2. Uniform pro-p groups and p-valuations
We begin by clarifying the relation between uniform pro-p groups (as introduced
in [DDMS]) and certain p-valued groups introduced in [ST5]. Let us first recall the
definitions of these groups and their basic properties.
Let G be a topologically finitely generated pro-p group. Denoting by Gl the
subgroup of G generated by l-th powers the lower p-series (Pi(G))i≥1 is inductively
defined via
P1(G) := G, Pi+1(G) := Pi(G)
p[Pi(G), G]
for all i ≥ 1. The subgroups Pi(G) are (topologically) characteristic in G and
constitute a fundamental system of open neighbourhoods for 1 ∈ G. The group G
is called powerful if the commutator of G is contained in Gp resp. G4 (in case p odd
resp. even). In this case Pi+1(G) = Pi(G)
p = Gp
i
. Finally, G is called uniform if it
is powerful and the index (Pi(G) : Pi+1(G)), i ≥ 1 does not depend on i. A uniform
group G has a unique locally Qp-analytic structure: for any minimal (ordered) set
of topological generators h1, ..., hd the map
(x1, ..., xd) 7→ h
x1
1 · · · h
xd
d
is a bijective global chart Zdp → G. In this situation, the subgroup Pi(G) equals
the image of pi−1Zdp and is a uniform group itself.
On the other hand, there is the notion of a p-valuation ω on an abstract group G
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introduced in [Laz]. This is a real valued function
ω : G \ {1} −→ (1/(p− 1),∞)
satisfying
(1) ω(gh−1) ≥ min (ω(g), ω(h)),
(2) ω(g−1h−1gh) ≥ ω(g) + ω(h),
(3) ω(gp) = ω(g) + 1
for all g, h ∈ G. As usual one puts ω(1) =∞. A p-valuation gives rise to a natural
filtration of G by subgroups defining a topology on G. A p-valued group (G,ω),
complete with respect to this topology, is called p-saturated if any g ∈ G such that
ω(g) > p/(p− 1) is a p-th power.
Now let G be a compact locally Qp-analytic group endowed with a p-valuation
ω. It follows from [Laz], III.3.1.3/9 and III.3.2.1 that the topology on G is defined
by ω whence G is complete. Furthermore, G admits an ordered basis. This is an
ordered set of topological generators h1, ..., hd of G such that the map (x1, ..., xd) 7→
hx11 · · · h
xd
d is a bijective global chart Z
d
p → G and satisfies
(2.1) ω(hx11 · · · h
xd
d ) = min
i=1,...,d
(ω(hi) + vp(xi)).
Here, vp is the p-adic valuation on Zp. In [ST5], Sect. 4 the authors introduce the
class of compact locally Qp-analytic groups G carrying a p-valuation ω with ordered
basis h1, ..., hd that satisfy the following additional axiom
(HYP) (G,ω) is p− saturated and the ordered basis h1, ..., hd of G
satisfies ω(hi) + ω(hj) > p/(p− 1) for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ d.
If d = 1 the second condition is redundant.
We show that this class and the class of uniform groups are closely related (comp.
also [loc.cit.], remark after Lem. 4.3).
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a uniform pro-p group of dimension d. Then G has a
p-valuation ω satisfying (HYP). It is given as follows: for g ∈ Pi(G) \ Pi+1(G) put
ω(g) := i resp. ω(g) := i+1 in case p 6= 2 resp. p = 2. In particular, ω is integrally
valued. Any ordered system of topological generators h1, ..., hd for G is an ordered
basis for ω in the sense of (HYP) with the property
ω(h1) = ... = ω(hd) = κ.
Conversely, if p 6= 2 then any compact locally Qp-analytic group with a p-valuation
satisfying (HYP) is a uniform pro-p group.
Proof. We refer to [DDMS] for all basic properties of uniform groups that we use.
Let G be a uniform pro-p group. Define ω as in the proposition. If d > 1 then clearly
ω(hi) + ω(hj) > p/(p− 1) for i 6= j. Moreover, ω(g) > p/(p− 1) for g ∈ G implies
g ∈ P2(G) and the group P2(G) consists (as a set) precisely of the p-th powers of G.
So for the first statement it remains to see that ω really is a p-valuation: the axiom
1. is clear. The map x 7→ xp is a bijection Pi(G)/Pi+1(G)→ Pi+1(G)/Pi+2(G) for
all i whence 3. Now the lower p-series of any pro-p group satisfies
[Pi(G), Pj(G)] ≤ Pi+j+κ−1(G)
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for all i, j ≥ 1 which gives 2. Finally, any ordered set of (topological) generators
h1, ..., hd is an ordered basis and must lie in P1(G)\P2(G). In particular, ω(hi) = κ
for all i.
Conversely, assume p 6= 2 and let a compact locally Qp-analytic group G be given
together with a p-valuation ω satisfying (HYP). One has ω([g, h]) > p/(p−1) for all
g, h ∈ G according to (HYP) and the equation (2.1) above. Since G is p-saturated
this implies [G,G] ⊆ Gp i.e. G is powerful. It is also torsionfree as there is no
p-torsion according to 3. Hence, G is uniform. 
3. D(G,K) as a Fre´chet-Stein algebra
We review the construction of a Fre´chet-Stein structure on the algebra D(G,K)
since this is central to our work. We refer to [ST5] for all details.
Recall that a (two-sided) K-Fre´chet algebra is called Fre´chet-Stein if there is a se-
quence q1 ≤ q2 ≤ ... of algebra seminorms on A defining its Fre´chet topology and
such that for all n ∈ N the completion An of A with respect to qn is a noether-
ian K-Banach algebra and a flat An+1-module via the natural map An+1 → An.
This applies to the algebra D(G,K) of K-valued locally analytic distributions on
G. Recall that D(G,K) equals the strong dual of the locally convex vector space
Can(G,K) of K-valued locally L-analytic functions on G equipped with the con-
volution product. Let G0 be the underlying locally Qp-analytic group. Choose a
normal open subgroup H0 ⊆ G0 which is a uniform pro-p group. According to
Prop. 2.1 the lower p-series of H0 induces an integrally valued p-valuation ω on H0
satisfying (HYP) with h1, ..., hd chosen to be any (ordered) minimal set of gener-
ators of H0. Thus, the construction of [ST5], Sect. 4 for distribution algebras of
such p-valued groups applies: the bijective global chart Zdp → H0 for the manifold
H0 given by
(x1, ..., xd) 7→ h
x1
1 ...h
xd
d
induces a topological isomorphism Can(H0,K) ≃ C
an(Zdp,K) on K-valued locally
analytic functions. In this isomorphism the right-hand side is a space of classical
Mahler series and the dual isomorphism D(H0,K) ≃ D(Z
d
p,K) therefore realizes
D(H0,K) as a space of noncommutative power series. More precisely, putting
bi := hi − 1 ∈ Z[G], b
α := bα11 ...b
αd
d for α ∈ N
d
0 the Fre´chet space D(H0,K) equals
all convergent series
λ =
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
α
with dα ∈ K such that the set {|dα|r
κ|α|}α is bounded for all 0 < r < 1. Here |.|
denotes the normalized absolute value on Cp. The value λ(f) ∈ K of such a series
on a function f ∈ Can(H0,K) with Mahler expansion
f(x) =
∑
α∈Nd0
cα
(
x
α
)
, cα ∈ K
is given by
∑
α∈Nd0
cαdα. The family of norms ‖.‖r, 0 < r < 1 defined via
‖λ‖r := sup
α
|dα|r
κ|α|
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defines the Fre´chet topology on D(H0,K). Restricting to the subfamily p
−1 < r <
1, r ∈ pQ these norms are multiplicative and the norm completions Dr(H0,K) are
K-Banach algebras realizing a Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(H0,K).
Choose representatives g1 = 1, ..., gr for the cosets inG/H and define onD(G0,K) =
⊕iD(H0,K) gi the norms ||
∑
i λi gi||r := maxi ||λi||r. The completions Dr(G0,K)
give suitable Banach algebras for D(G0,K).
Finally, D(G,K) is equipped with the quotient norms coming from the map
D(G0,K)→ D(G,K). The latter arises as the transpose to the embedding C
an(G,K) ⊆
Can(G0,K). Again, norm completions give suitable Banach algebras.
We conclude with another important feature of D(H0,K) in case of a locally Qp-
analytic groupH0 which is uniform. Each algebraDr(H0,K) carries the (separated
and exhaustive) norm filtration defined by the additive subgroups
F srDr(H0,K) := {λ ∈ Dr(H0,K), ||λ||r ≤ p
−s},
F s+r Dr(H0,K) := {λ ∈ Dr(H0,K), ||λ||r < p
−s}
for s ∈ R with graded ring
gr˙rDr(H0,K) := ⊕s∈R gr
s
rDr(H0,K)
where grsrDr(H0,K) := F
s
rDr(H0,K)/F
s+
r Dr(H0,K). For a nonzero λ ∈ Dr(H0,K)
denote by deg(λ) ∈ R the degree of λ in the filtration. The principal symbol σ(λ) 6= 0
of λ is then given by
λ+ F s+r Dr(H0,K) ∈ gr
s
rDr(H0,K) ⊆ gr˙rDr(H0,K)
where s =deg(λ). Note that gr˙ K ≃ k[ǫ0, ǫ
−1
0 ] where k denotes the residue field and
ǫ0 is the principal symbol of a prime element for K.
Theorem 3.1. Mapping σ(bi) 7→ Xi yields a gr˙ K-algebra isomorphism of gr˙rDr(H0,K)
onto the polynomial ring (gr˙ K)[X1, ..., Xd].
Proof. [ST5], Thm. 4.5. 
We will prove an analogue over L of this result in section 5.
4. Results on certain standard groups
Over the ground field Qp the Fre´chet-Stein theory of the distribution algebra
depends heavily on the presence of uniform subgroups: every compact locally Qp-
analytic group contains an open normal uniform subgroup ([DDMS], Cor. 8.34). It
is the principal aim of this section to generalize this latter fact in a suitable way to
the ground field L.
We begin by reviewing the notion of a standard group. Let m be the maximal ideal
in the valuation ring o of L. A locally L-analytic group is called standard of level
h, h ∈ N if it admits a global chart onto (mh)d ⊆ Ld such that the group operation
is given by a single power series without constant term and with coefficients in od.
A standard group of level 1 will simply be called standard. Any compact locally
L-analytic group contains an open subgroup which is standard ([B-L], III. 7.3 Thm.
4). In case L = Qp a locally Qp-analytic group is called standard* if it admits a
global chart onto pκZdp such that the group operation is given by a single power
series without constant term and with coefficients in Zdp. A standard* group is
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uniform according to [DDMS], Thm. 8.31. We deduce a lemma from the proof of
this result.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose G is a locally Qp-analytic group which is standard* with
respect to the global chart ψ : G → pκZdp. Denote by ei ∈ Z
d
p the i-th unit vector.
The elements hi := ψ
−1(pκei) constitute a minimal set h1, ..., hd of topological
generators of G.
Proof. By the proof of [loc.cit.] ψ induces a group isomorphism
G/P2(G)→ p
κZdp/p
κ+1Zdp
where P2(G) equals the Frattini subgroup of G. Hence, h1, ..., hd is a minimal set
of topological generators. 
Let n = [L : Qp], e
′ be the ramification index of L/Qp and u a uniformizer for
o. Let l ∈ N, l ≥ 2 and let G be locally L-analytic of dimension d.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose G is standard of level le′ with respect to a global chart ψ.
Then it is standard of level 1 with respect to u1−le
′
· ψ. Its scalar restriction G0 is
standard* with respect to G0 → (p
κo)d → pκZndp where the first map equals p
κ−l ·ψ
and the second is induced by an arbitrary choice of Zp-basis for o.
Proof. Let y1, ..., yd be the L-basis of gL induced by ψ and regard ψ as a map
G → Γ where Γ = ⊕jm
le′yj ⊆ gL. By standardness we have for g, h ∈ G and
ψ(g) =
∑
j λjyj , ψ(h) =
∑
j µjyj , with λj , µj ∈ m
le′ that
ψ(gh) =
∑
j
Fj(λ1, ..., λd, µ1, ..., µd)yj
where Fj(X1, ..., Xd, Y1, ..., Yd) ∈ o[[(Xs), (Ys)]] without constant term.
Let us first prove the statement concerning G0: take as an L-basis of gL the
elements x′j := p
l−κyj . Then Γ = ⊕jm
le′yj = ⊕jm
κe′x′j and for g, h ∈ G and
ψ(g) =
∑
i λjx
′
j , ψ(h) =
∑
j µjx
′
j , with λj , µj ∈ m
κe′ we have
ψ(gh) =
∑
j
Fj(λ1p
l−κ, ..., λdp
l−κ, µ1p
l−κ, ..., µdp
l−κ)yj .
Since Fj ∈ o[[(Xs), (Ys)]] has no constant term and l ≥ 2 (i.e. p
l−κ ∈ Zp) we get
(4.1) ψ(gh) =
∑
j
F ′′j (λ1, ..., λd, µ1, ..., µd)x
′
j
where F ′′j ∈ o[[(Xs), (Ys)]] without constant term. By definition G is standard of
level κe′ with respect to
(4.2) G
ψ
−→ Γ = ⊕jm
κe′
x
′
j −→ (m
κe′)d.
Now choosing a Zp-basis v1, ..., vn of o yields m
κe′ = ⊕i p
κZpvi. From (4.2)
together with the Qp-basis {vix
′
j} of gL we obtain the global chart
G0
ψ
−→ Γ = ⊕j ⊕i p
κZpvix
′
j −→ (p
κZp)
nd
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forG0 which is as claimed. By (4.1) it follows for g, h ∈ G0 and ψ(g) =
∑
ij λijvix
′
j , ψ(h) =∑
ij µijvix
′
j , with λij , µij ∈ p
κZp that
ψ(gh) =
∑
j F
′′
j ((
∑
r λrsvr)s, (
∑
r µrsvr)s)x
′
j
=
∑
j
∑
iGij((λrs), (µrs))vix
′
j .
The nd functions Gij are given by power series with coefficients in Zp and no
constant term. Hence, G0 is standard* with a global chart as claimed.
It remains to see that G is standard of level 1 with respect to the claimed chart.
But this follows as above by taking xj := u
le′−1yj as L-basis of gL. 
Proposition 4.3. Any compact locally L-analytic group G contains an open normal
standard subgroup H such that H0 is standard*. The corresponding global chart is
given by
H
exp−1
−→ ⊕jmxj −→ m
d
where exp is the exponential map and x1, ..., xd a suitable L-basis of gL.
Proof. Choose a basis y′1, ..., y
′
d of gL, endow gL with the maximum norm and the
space of L-linear maps on gL with the operator norm. Scaling the basis we may
assume that the Hausdorff series converges on
Λ′ := ⊕jmy
′
j
(viewed as a subset of Ld via y′1, ..., y
′
d) turning it into a locally L-analytic group.
We obtain an isomorphism of locally L-analytic groups exp : Λ′ → G′ onto an open
subgroup G′ ⊆ G.
Scaling the basis we may also assume that |ad x| < p−
1
p−1 for all x ∈ Λ′ and
that Ad(g) =
∑
k∈N0
1/k! (ad x)k for all g = exp(x) ∈ G′. Hence, |Ad(g)| = 1
and Λ′ is Ad(g)-stable for all g ∈ G′. Furthermore, let R′ be a (finite) system of
representatives for the cosets G/G′ and put
Λ := ∩g∈R′Ad(g)Λ
′.
Then Λ is Ad(g)-stable for all g ∈ G. Now ptΛ is a subgroup of Λ′ when t ∈ N is big
enough. To see this choose t ∈ N big enough such that g exp(x)g−1 = exp(Ad(g)x)
holds for all x ∈ ptΛ′ and for all g ∈ R′. Then ptΛ is stable under ∗, the group op-
eration of Λ′. Indeed, if x, y ∈ ptΛ and g ∈ R′ then writing x =Ad(g)x′, y =Ad(g)y′
with x′, y′ ∈ ptΛ′ one may compute
exp(x ∗ y) = exp(Ad(g)x′) exp(Ad(g)y′) = g exp(x′) exp(y′)g−1
= exp(Ad(g)(x′ ∗ y′)).
Observe here, that we have x′ ∗ y′ ∈ ptΛ′ since ptΛ′ is a subgroup of Λ′. The
calculation implies that x ∗ y ∈ Ad(g)ptΛ′ and since this holds for any g ∈ R′ we
have x ∗ y ∈ ptΛ. Since ptΛ = −ptΛ and 0 ∈ ptΛ we obtain that ptΛ really is a
subgroup of Λ′ whence
M := exp(ptΛ)
is an open subgroup of G. Choose y1, ..., yd ∈ gL such that
ptΛ = ⊕jmyj
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and consider the global chart
ϕ : exp(ptΛ)→ ptΛ = ⊕jmyj → m
d.
Wemay assume thatM is standard with respect to ϕ (otherwise pass to exp(λ−1md)
for sufficiently big λ ∈ L and use the chart λ · ϕ, see (the proof of) [B-L], III.7.3
Thm. 4). In this situation consider
Γ := ⊕jm
le′
yj ⊆ ⊕jmyj = p
tΛ
for suitable l ∈ N, l ≥ 2 which will be chosen conveniently in the following. In the
rest of the proof we show that the open subgroup
H := exp(Γ)
of G will satisfy our requirements.
Let us first check normality: H is normal in M by [B-L], III.7.4 Prop. 6. Let
R be a (finite) system of representatives for the cosets in G/M . Enlarging l if
necessary we may assume that g exp(x)g−1 = exp(Ad(g)x) holds all x ∈ Γ, g ∈ R.
Now Λ is Ad(g)-stable for all g ∈ G and hence, so is Γ = ule
′−1ptΛ (u a uniformizer
for o) since each Ad(g) is L-linear. Thus, H = exp(Γ) is stable under conjugation
with elements from R and therefore it is normal in G.
Now since M is standard with respect to ϕ it follows from [loc.cit.] that H is
standard of level le′ with respect to ϕ|
H
. Applying Lem. 4.2 we see that H is also
standard of level 1 with a global chart given by
H
exp−1
−→ Γ = ⊕jmxj −→ m
d
where xj := u
le′−1yj . Thus, the L-basis x1, ..., xd is as desired. Finally, Lem. 4.2
also implies that the restricted group H0 is standard*. 
Given a locally L-analytic group G a choice of L-basis x1, ..., xd of gL gives rise
to the map
θL : (
∑
j
xjxj) 7→ exp(x1x1) · · · exp(xdxd) ∈ G
defined on an open subset of gL = ⊕jLxj containing 0. It is locally L-analytic and
e´tale at 0 and is called a system of coordinates of the second kind associated to the
decomposition gL = ⊕jLxj ([B-L], III.4.3 Prop. 3).
Identifying the Lie algebras gL resp. gQp of G resp. G0 over Qp (according to
[B-VAR], 5.14.5) we consider the following condition on G:
Condition (L): There is an L-basis x1, ..., xd of gL and a Zp-basis v1, ..., vn of o such
that the system of coordinates of the second kind θQp induced by the decomposition
gQp = ⊕j ⊕i Qpvixj gives an isomorphism of locally Qp-analytic manifolds
θQp : ⊕j ⊕i Zpvixj −→ G0.
The exponential satisfies exp(λ · vixj) = exp(vixj)
λ for all λ ∈ Z.
Note that if G is pro-p and satisfies (L) with suitable bases vi and xj then exp(λ ·
vixj) = exp(vixj)
λ for all λ ∈ Z extends to Zp-powers and so the elements
hij := θQp(vixj) = exp(vixj)
are a minimal ordered system of topological generators for G0.
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For our purposes locally L-analytic groups that are uniform and satisfy the above
condition (such as the additive group o) will play the role of uniform locally Qp-
analytic groups. We show that there are enough of them.
Corollary 4.4. Any compact locally L-analytic group G has a fundamental system
of open normal subgroups H such that H0 is uniform and satisfies (L).
Proof. It suffices to show that the group H constructed in the proof of the last
proposition satisfies (L). This is because H ⊆ G′ (in the notation of this proof) and
by construction, the open subgroup G′ of G can be chosen as small as desired. We
use the notation of this proof.
According to it (and in connection with Lem. 4.2) H0 is standard* with respect
to the bijective global chart
ψ : H0
exp−1
−→ Γ = ⊕j ⊕i p
κZpvix
′
j −→ p
κZndp .
Here, x′1, ..., x
′
d and v1, ..., vn are bases of gL resp. o. Denoting by eij the ij-th unit
vector in Zndp put
hij := ψ
−1(pκeij) = exp(p
κvix
′
j)
for i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., d. Lem. 4.1 implies that these nd elements are a minimal
system h11, h21, ..., hnd of topological generators for H0. Putting zj := p
κx′j the map
θQp : ⊕j ⊕i Zpvizj −→ H0,
∑
ij
λijvizj 7→
∏
j
∏
i
h
λij
ij
is a locally Qp-analytic isomorphism since H0 is uniform (section 2). Because of
hij = exp(vizj) this map is by definition the system of coordinates of the second
kind induced by the decomposition gQp = ⊕j ⊕i Qpvizj . The last condition of (L)
follows from this as well. 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose H is an open normal subgroup of G such that H0 is
uniform satisfying (L). Then any member in the lower p-series of H0 is an open
normal subgroup of G whose restriction is uniform satisfying (L).
Proof. Let Hm = {xp
m
, x ∈ H}, m ∈ N0 be a member in the lower p-series of H0
with locally L-analytic structure as an open subgroup of G. It is thus open normal
in G. Let x1, ..., xd resp. v1, ..., vn be bases of gL resp. o such that the induced
coordinate system θQp realizes condition (L) for H0. It immediately follows that
Hm0 satisfies (L) with respect to the bases p
mx1, ..., p
mxd and v1, ..., vn. 
5. Filtrations
We wish to extend the filtration methods developed in [ST5] over Qp to distri-
bution algebras of certain locally L-analytic groups. In particular, we aim at an
analogue over L of Thm. 3.1. The most natural way to do this is to realize D(G,K)
as a quotient of D(G0,K) and study the induced filtrations.
Let G be as usual a compact locally L-analytic group. Via the identification
gL ≃ gQp over Qp we view exp as an exponential map for G0 as well. Recall that
gL acts on C
an(G0,K) via differential operators in the usual way, i.e.
xf(g) :=
d
dt
f(exp(−tx)g) |t=0.
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This gives an L-linear inclusion L⊗Qp gL ⊆ D(G0,K) via associating to 1⊗ x the
functional f 7→ (−x)f(1). The kernel of the quotient map D(G0,K)→ D(G,K)
I(G0,K) := {λ ∈ D(G0,K) : λ|Can(G,K) ≡ 0}
is a two-sided and closed ideal.
Lemma 5.1. As a right ideal I(G0,K) is finitely generated by the elements
Fij := 1⊗ vixj − vi ⊗ xj ∈ D(G0,K).
Here, x1, ..., xd is any L-basis of gL and v1, ..., vn is any Qp-basis of L.
Proof. For sake of clarity denote for the moment by δg the image of g ∈ G in
D(G0,K). Since K[G] ⊆ D(G0,K) is dense it suffices to show that I := I(G0,K)
equals the closure of the K-vector space generated by the products
Fijδg ∈ D(G0,K)
where i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., d, g ∈ G. Let W denote the closure of the described
vector space. According [Ko], Lem. 1.3.2 the subspace Can(G,K) ⊆ Can(G0,K)
equals
{f ∈ Can(G0,K) : (1 ⊗ vixj − vi ⊗ xj)f = 0 in C
an(G0,K) for all i, j}
and so Fijδg ∈ I whence W ⊆ I. Choose a continuous functional φ on I vanishing
on the subspace W . We show φ = 0 whence W = I by Hahn-Banach. For the
strong dual I ′b we have the canonical isomorphism I
′
b ≃ C
an(G0,K)/C
an(G,K)
([B-TVS], Cor. IV.2.2) whence φ = f¯ for some f¯ ∈ Can(G0,K)/C
an(G,K). Then
φ vanishing on W implies
Fijδg(f) = 0.
Recalling that multiplication in D(G0,K) is convolution one computes
0 = −Fijδg(f)
= δg(g
′ −→ −Fij(g
′′ −→ f(g′′g′)))
= δg((1⊗ vixj)f − (vi ⊗ xj)f) = (1 ⊗ vixj − vi ⊗ xj)f(g)
.
Since i, j and g ∈ G were arbitrary we have f ∈ Can(G,K) which means φ = 0. 
Remark: If Ir(G0,K) denotes the norm closure inside a Banach algebraDr(G0,K)
we have Ir(G0,K) = I(G0,K)Dr(G0,K) whence Ir(G0,K) is also finitely gener-
ated (as a right ideal of Dr(G0,K)) by the Fij .
From now on we additionally assume thatG is uniform and satisfies (L). Let x1, ..., xd
resp. v1, ..., vn be corresponding bases of gL resp. o. We may and will arrange
v1 ∈ Zp and thus F1j = 0 for all j. Put hij := exp(vixj) for i, j ≥ 1. The elements
h11, h21, ..., hnd constitute a minimal ordered set of topological generators for the
uniform group G0 and the global chart
G0
θ
−1
Qp
−→ ⊕j ⊕i Zpvixj −→ Z
nd
p
induces expansions for the elements ofD(G0,K) in the monomials b
α = bα1111 b
α21
21 ...b
αnd
nd , α ∈
Nnd0 where bij := hij − 1 ∈ Z[G] ⊆ D(G0,K) (section 3). Finally, let log(1 +X) :=∑
k≥1(−1)
k−1Xk/k ∈ Q[[X ]].
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Lemma 5.2. We have Fij = log(1 + bij)− vi log(1 + b1j).
Proof. Let f ∈ Can(G0,K). It has a Mahler expansion of the form
(f ◦ θQp)(
∑
ij
xijvixj) =
∑
α
cα
(
x
α
)
for all x := (x11, x21, ..., xnd) ∈ Z
nd
p with coefficients cα ∈ K. Since θQp restricted
to the direct summand Qpvixj equals exp we may explicitly calculate the values
(vi⊗xj)(f) and (1⊗vixj)(f). Then a comparison of coefficients yields the claim. 
Now let ||.||r denote a norm onD(G0,K) and ‖.‖r¯ the quotient norm onD(G,K).
Consider the exact sequence
0 −→ Ir(G0,K) −→ Dr(G0,K) −→ Dr(G,K) −→ 0
of filtered Dr(G0,K)-modules. By our assumptions (r ∈ p
Q and K discretely
valued) the filtrations in question are essentially indexed by Z and so the functor
gr˙r is exact whence
gr˙rDr(G,K) ≃ gr˙rDr(G0,K)/gr˙r Ir(G0,K)
canonically. Recall that gr˙ Dr(G0,K) = (gr˙ K)[X11, ..., Xnd] (Thm. 3.1) and so we
aim at calculating gr˙r Ir(G0,K).
Abbreviate Dr := Dr(G0,K), Ir := Ir(G0,K), Dr¯ := Dr(G,K) for the rest of
this section.
We start by computing the principal symbols σ(Fij) and then deduce that they
generate gr˙r Ir. Recall that a real number 0 < s < 1 is called not critical for the
series log(1 +X) if the supremum
| log(1 +X)|s := sup
k∈N
|
1
k
Xk|s = sup
k∈N
|
1
k
| sk
is obtained at a single monomial of the series log(1 +X). This monomial is called
dominant. We assume for the rest of this section that rκ is not critical for log(1+X).
Lemma 5.3. We have
σ(Fij) = ǫ
−hXp
h
ij − v¯iǫ
−hXp
h
1j ∈ gr˙rDr
with h ∈ N0 depending only on r
κ, v¯i ∈ k is the residue class of vi and ǫ := σ(p) ∈
gr˙ K. For all rκ < p−
1
p−1 one has h = 0 i.e. σ(Fij) = Xij − v¯iX1j .
Proof. Since rκ is not critical there is a dominant monomial of log(1 + X) with
respect to |.|rκ whose index depends only on r
κ and is easily seen to be a p-power,
say ph. Using Lem. 5.2 the claim follows by direct calculation. 
Corollary 5.4. The nd− d elements Fij , i 6= 1 are orthogonal in Dr i.e. one has
for arbitrary cij ∈ K that
||
∑
ij
cijFij ||r = max
ij
||cijFij ||r.
Proof. We may assume (via leaving away possible summands) that cij 6= 0 for all
ij and that ||cijFij ||r =: p
−s, s ∈ R is a constant for all ij. According to the
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above lemma the elements σ(Fij) generate a free gr˙ K-submodule inside gr˙rDr.
We therefore get
0 6=
∑
ij
σ(cij)σ(Fij) =
∑
ij
σ(cijFij) =
∑
ij
cijFij mod F
s+
r Dr
and so ||
∑
ij cijFij ||r = p
−s. 
For the rest of this section write F for the set of elements Fij , i 6= 1. Put
s0 :=deg(F ), some F ∈ F . By Lem. 5.2 the value s0 is independent of the choice
of F .
Proposition 5.5. For any given s ∈ R one has
F sr Ir =
∑
F∈F
F F s−s0r Dr
as additive groups. In particular, the graded ideal gr˙r Ir is generated by the principal
symbols σ(F ), F ∈ F .
Proof. Write F˜ sr Ir :=
∑
F∈F F F
s−s0
r Dr and similarly for s+ instead of s. The
other inclusion being trivial we prove F sr Ir ⊆ F˜
s
r Ir for all s. This reduces to show
(5.1) F˜ sr Ir ∩ F
s+
r Ir ⊆ F˜
s+
r Ir.
Indeed, if λ ∈ F sr Ir , let s
′ ≤ s be a number such that λ ∈ F˜ s
′
r Ir . Since r ∈ p
Q and
K is discretely valued the filtration Fr˙Ir is essentially indexed by Z. Using (5.1)
we see that we may choose s′ = s.
So let us prove (5.1). Let λ ∈ F˜ sr Ir ∩ F
s+
r Ir. Of all representations λ =∑
k Fkλk ∈ F
s+
r Ir with Fk ∈ F , Fkλk ∈ F
s
r Ir take one with minimal number t
of nonzero summands Fkλk. It suffices to show that if t > 1 then, modulo a term
T in F˜ s+r Ir, there is a representation with t− 1 nonzero summands. Putting sum-
mands contained in F s+r Ir into T we may assume that deg(Fkλk) = s for all k.
Then the hypothesis implies
∑
k σ(Fk)σ(λk) = 0. Using Lem. 5.3 and [Ka], 3.1,
Ex. 12 (c) it easily follows that σ(λk) is contained in the ideal generated by all
σ(Fk′ ), k
′ 6= k. We now assume t = 2 (the general case follows in exactly the same
fashion but with more notation). The element σ(λ1) thus lies in the ideal generated
by σ(F2) whence λ1 = F2λ
′
2 +R with λ
′
2, R ∈ Dr and ||R||r < ||λ1||r. Hence
λ = F1(F2λ
′
2 + R) + F2λ2.
Now ||F1F2 − F2F1||r < ||F1F2||r since gr˙rDr is commutative. One the other
hand, the nd− d elements in F generate (over L) the kernel of the Lie algebra map
L⊗Qp gQp → gL, a⊗x 7→ ax. It follows that F1F2−F2F1 =
∑
F∈F FcF with cF ∈ L
and so, together with Cor. 5.4, we obtain |cF | < ||F1||r for all F ∈ F . All in all we
have λ ≡ F2(F1λ
′
2 + λ2) modulo terms in F˜
s+
r Ir and F2(F1λ
′
2 + λ2) ∈ F
s
r Ir . 
Summarizing the results obtained so far yields the
Proposition 5.6. There is an isomorphism of gr˙ K-algebras
gr˙rDr¯
∼
−→ (gr˙ K)[X11, ..., Xnd]/({X
ph
ij − v¯iX
ph
1j }i≥2,j≥1)
where h ∈ N0 depends only on r
κ. If rκ < p−
1
p−1 then h = 0 and
gr˙rDr¯ ≃ (gr˙ K)[X11, ..., X1d]
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as gr˙ K-algebras where the isomorphism is obtained by the first map composed with
the algebra homomorphism induced by Xij 7→ v¯iX1j for all i ≥ 2, j ≥ 1. In this
case the norm ‖.‖r¯ is multiplicative and Dr¯ is an integral domain.
Since D(G,K) embeds in any completion Dr¯ there is the
Corollary 5.7. The ring D(G,K) is an integral domain.
This generalizes the case G := o appearing in [ST2], Cor. 3.7.
Recall that Dr equals a noncommutative power series ring in the elements
bα, α ∈ Nnd0 where bij = hij−1. Viewing the elements b
α in Dr¯ via K[G] ⊆ Dr¯ we
may consider their principal symbols inside gr˙rDr¯. Tracing through the definitions
of the maps involved yields the
Corollary 5.8. Let rκ < p−
1
p−1 . The isomorphism
gr˙rDr¯ → (gr˙ K)[X11, ..., X1d]
maps σ(b1j) 7→ X1j.
For an index β ∈ Nd0 (consisting of d components!) let us agree that b
β denotes
the element bβ111 ...b
βd
1d ∈ K[G].
Proposition 5.9. Let rκ < p−
1
p−1 . Every λ ∈ Dr¯ has a convergent expansion
λ =
∑
β∈Nd0
dβb
β
with uniquely determined dβ ∈ K. Furthermore,
||λ||r¯ = sup
β
||dβb
β ||r¯ = sup
β
|dβ |r
κ |β|.
Proof. The norm ‖.‖r¯ is multiplicative and so gr˙rDr¯ is freely generated as gr˙ K-
module by the symbols {σ(bβ)}β∈Nd0 according to Cor. 5.8. This implies that the
monomials bβ generate a dense K-subspace in Dr¯ such that ||λ||r¯ = maxβ ||dβb
β ||r¯
for any finite sum λ =
∑
β dβb
β out of this submodule. Finally, Cor. 5.8 yields
that σ(b1j) ∈ gr˙rDr is mapped to σ(b1j) ∈ gr˙rDr¯ by the canonical map gr˙rDr →
gr˙rDr¯ whence ||b1j ||r = ||b1j ||r¯. 
Remark: When rκ > p−
1
p−1 it is easy to see that gr˙rDr¯ has nonzero nilpotents,
in contrast to Cor. 5.8.
6. Lower p-series subalgebras
In this section we prepare the proof of the main result.
To begin with let G be an arbitrary uniform locally Qp-analytic group of dimension
dimQpG = d. Fix a sequence of topological generators h1, ..., hd. Let
G = G0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ ...
be its lower p-series. By functoriality we obtain a series of subalgebras
D(G,K) = D(G0,K) ⊇ D(G1,K) ⊇ D(G2,K) ⊇ ...
where the inclusions are topological embeddings with respect to Fre´chet topologies
([Ko], Prop. 1.1.2). If n ≥ m then D(Gm,K) is a finitely generated free (left or
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right) module overD(Gn,K) on a basis any set of coset representatives for Gm/Gn.
Since each Gm is a uniform pro-p group, generated by hp
m
1 , ..., h
pm
d , the algebra
D(Gm,K) is Fre´chet-Stein and equals a noncommutative power series ring in the
elements hp
m
1 − 1, ..., h
pm
d − 1. We denote the induced set of norms on D(G
m,K)
by ||.||
(m)
r , p−1 < 1 < 1, r ∈ pQ. Abbreviate ||.||r := ||.||
(0)
r .
For clarity we recall two simple definitions. If I denotes a countable index set
a family of pairwise different nonzero elements (vi)i∈I in a normed K-vectorspace
(V, ||.||) is called orthogonal in V if one has ||v|| = maxI |ci| ||vi|| for any convergent
series v =
∑
I civi, ci ∈ K. The family is called an orthogonal basis if any element
of V can be written as such a convergent series.
Lemma 6.1. Let Λ = {λi}i∈I be a countable family of pairwise different nonzero
elements of Dr(G,K). For any λi ∈ Λ expand λi =
∑
α∈Nd0
di,αb
α and choose
γi ∈ N
d
0 with ||λi||r = ||di,γib
γi ||r. Suppose that for each λi the index γi is uniquely
determined. If the map ι : Λ → Nd0, λi 7→ γi is injective resp. bijective the system
Λ is orthogonal resp. an orthogonal basis in Dr(G,K).
Proof. This follows easily from [F], Lem. 1.4.1/2. 
Proposition 6.2. Fix m ≥ 1 in N and suppose rκ(p
m−1) > p−1. Then ‖.‖r restricts
to ‖.‖
(m)
r′ on the subring D(G
m,K) ⊆ D(G,K) where r′ = rp
m
.
Proof. Abbreviate R := D(G,K), R(m) := D(Gm,K) and use induction on m.
Let m = 1. Put b′i := h
p
i − 1, b
′α := b′α11 ...b
′αd
d , α ∈ N
d
0 and consider an arbitrary
element
λ =
∑
α∈Nd0
dαb
′α
in R(1). To verify that ‖.‖r restricts to ‖.‖
(1)
rp on R
(1) amounts to show, by definition
of the norms ||.||
(1)
s , that ‖λ‖r = supα |dα|r
pκ|α|. To do this we first compute the
norm ‖b′α‖r. We have
b′i = h
p
i − 1 = (bi + 1)
p − 1 = bpi +
∑
k=1,...,p−1
(
p
k
)
bki .
By rκ(p−1) > p−1 it follows
‖bpi ‖r = r
κp > p−1rκ ≥ p−1rκk = |
(
p
k
)
|rκk = ‖
(
p
k
)
bki ‖r
for all k = 1, ..., p− 1 and so ‖b′i‖r = r
κp. Hence, ‖b′α‖r =
∏
i ‖b
′
i‖
αi
r = r
pκ|α|.
Since the Fre´chet topology on R(1) is stronger than the induced ||.||r-topology we
may view λ =
∑
α dαb
′α as a convergent series in theK-Banach space (Dr(G,K), ||.||r).
Then we are reduced to show that the family of pairwise different nonzero elements
Λ := {b′α}α∈Nd0 is orthogonal in (Dr(G,K), ||.||r). But this follows from Lem. 6.1:
by our calculations γα is uniquely determined and equals pα. Hence, ι : b
′α 7→ pα
is injective.
Now let m > 1 and assume that the result holds true for all numbers strictly
smaller than m and that rκ(p
m−1) > p−1. Since the latter implies rκ(p
m−1−1) > p−1
the induction hypothesis shows that ‖.‖r on R restricts to ‖.‖
(m−1)
rp
m−1 on R
(m−1).
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Now Gm appears also as first step in the lower p-series of Gm−1. Hence, the
induction hypothesis applies to these two groups: for 0 < s < 1, every ‖.‖
(m−1)
s on
R(m−1) restricts to ‖.‖
(m)
sp on R
(m) as long as sκp > sκp−1. We choose s = rp
m−1
.
Then sκp = rκp
m
> rκp−1 > sκp−1 and so ‖.‖
(m−1)
rp
m−1 restricts to ‖.‖
(m)
rp
m on R(m). 
Denote by D(r)(G
m,K) ⊆ Dr(G,K) the norm closure of D(G
m,K) inside the
Banach algebra Dr(G,K).
Lemma 6.3. Assume rκ(p
m−1) > p−1. Then Dr(G,K) is a finite free (left or right)
D(r)(G
m,K)-module on a basis any system of coset representatives for G/Gm.
Proof. Since the argument for right modules is the same we only prove the state-
ment concerning left modules.
Put R(m) := D(Gm,K), R
(m)
r := D(r)(G
m,K), R := R(0), Rr := R
(0)
r . We
again proceed via induction on m. Let m = 1 and rκ(p−1) > p−1.
As in the preceding proof put b′i := h
p
i −1 for all i. The elements h
β := hβ11 · · ·h
βd
d
with β ∈ {α ∈ Nd0, αi < p ∀i} =: N
d
0,<p constitute a systemR
′ of representatives for
the cosets in G/G1. Furthermore, the family of pairwise different nonzero elements
Λ := {b′α bβ}(α,β)∈Nd0×Nd0,<p
is an orthogonal basis for (Rr, ||.||r). The latter follows from Lem. 6.1 in a way
similar to the preceding proof observing that here, ι is given by the bijection
b′α bβ 7→ pα + β. Since the elements b′α, α ∈ Nd0 constitute a topological K-
basis for R
(1)
r the definition of an orthogonal basis implies that Rr is a finite and
free left R
(1)
r -module on the finite basis bβ , β ∈ Nd0,<p. Mapping b
β 7→ hβ induces
a left R
(1)
r -module isomorphism of Rr onto itself. The latter is thus finite free over
R
(1)
r on the basis R′ and hence on any basis consisting of coset representatives for
G/G1.
Now let m > 1 and assume that the result holds true for all numbers strictly
smaller than m. By the induction hypothesis we can assume that
Rr = ⊕h∈R′ R
(m−1)
r h
where R′ is a system of representatives for the cosets in G/Gm−1. But Gm appears
also as first step in the lower p-series of Gm−1 and so the induction hypothesis
applies to these two groups as well: if the index p−1 < s < 1 in pQ satisfies
sκp > sκp−1 then one has
R
(m−1)
[s] = ⊕h∈R′′R
(m)
[s] h
where R′′ is a system of representatives for Gm−1/Gm, R
(m−1)
[s] denotes the com-
pletion of R(m−1) via the norm ||.||
(m−1)
s and R
(m)
[s] is the closure of R
(m) inside this
completion.
Now choose s = rp
m−1
. Then we obtain on the one hand sκp = rκp
m
> rκp−1 >
sκp−1. On the other hand Prop. 6.2 implies that ||.||r restricts on R
(m−1) to the
norm ||.||
(m−1)
rp
m−1 . Hence
R
(m−1)
[rpm−1 ]
= R(m−1)r , R
(m)
[rpm−1 ]
= R(m)r
and the proof is complete. 
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Now assume that G is a locally L-analytic group such that its scalar restriction
G0 is uniform. Endowing each G
m with the locally L-analytic structure as an open
subgroup of G we obtain, again by functoriality, a series (D(Gm,K))m of Fre´chet-
Stein algebras the transition maps being topological embeddings. Write ‖.‖
(m)
r¯
for the set of quotient norms on D(Gm,K). Again we abbreviate ‖.‖r¯ := ‖.‖
(0)
r¯ .
Moreover, let us write res(.) resp. q(.) for restricting a norm (from D(G0,K) or
D(G,K) to a subalgebra) resp. forming the quotient norm (with respect to any of
the maps D(Gm0 ,K)→ D(G
m,K)).
Corollary 6.4. Assume rκ(p
m−1) > p−1 and let ||.||r be given on D(G0,K). The
two norms res(‖.‖r¯) and q ◦ res(||.||r) induce the same topology on D(G
m,K).
Writing D(r)(G
m,K) for the completion Dr(G,K) becomes a finite and free (left
or right) module over D(r)(G
m,K) with a basis any set of coset representatives for
G/Gm.
Proof. Let R be a system of coset representatives for G/Gm. By the preceding
lemmaDr(G0,K) is a finite free Banach module over the noetherian Banach algebra
D(r)(G
m
0 ,K). By [BGR], 3.7.2/3 the ||.||r-topology on D(G0,K) equals the direct
sum topology with respect to D(G0,K) = ⊕h∈RD(G
m
0 ,K)h (where D(G
m
0 ,K)
carries the res(||.||r)-topology). Furthermore, one has I(G0,K) = ⊕h∈RI(G
m
0 ,K)h
as a direct consequence of the definitions. Passing to completions and then to
quotients yields the assertions. 
7. Regularity
In this section we prove the main result. We start by recalling the notion of an
Auslander regular ring (cf. [LVO], chap. III.)
Let R be an arbitrary associative unital ring. For any (left or right)R-moduleN the
grade jR(N) is defined to be either the smallest integer l such that Ext
l
R(N,R) 6= 0
or∞. A left and right noetherian regular ring R is called Auslander regular if every
finitely generated left or right R-module N satisfies the Auslander condition (AC):
for any l ≥ 0 and any R-submodule L ⊆ExtlR(N,R) one has jR(L) ≥ l.
A commutative noetherian regular ring is Auslander regular ([LVO], III.2.4.3). A
complete filtered ring whose graded ring is Auslander regular of global dimension
d is Auslander regular and has global dimension ≤ d ([LVO], II.2.2.1, II.3.1.4,
III.2.2.5). We deduce
Proposition 7.1. Let G be a locally L-analytic group of dimension d that is uni-
form and satifies (L). If rκ < p−
1
p−1 then Dr(G,K) is an Auslander regular ring
of global dimension ≤ d.
Proof. According to Prop. 5.6 the graded ring gr˙rDr(G,K) equals a polynomial
ring over gr˙ K in d variables. Since gr˙ K equals Laurent polynomials in one vari-
able we obtain, by the preceding remarks, the result with the bound d + 1 on the
global dimension. Using Prop. 5.9 we may deduce, by a computation similar to
[ST5], (proof of) Lem. 4.8 that gr˙r F
0
rDr(G,K) is isomorphic to a polynomial
ring k[X0, ..., Xd] over the residue field k of K. Hence, the global dimension of
F 0rDr(G,K) is ≤ d + 1 by the above remarks. On the other hand, multiplica-
tion by p is zero on any simple module over F 0rDr(G,K) ([LVO], I.3.5.5) whence
Dr(G,K) = Qp ⊗Zp F
0
rDr(G,K) has global dimension ≤ d ([MCR], 7.4.3/4). 
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We recall the following facts from general ring theory.
Lemma 7.2. Let R0 ⊆ R1 be an extension of unital rings. Suppose there are units
b1 = 1, b2, ..., bt ∈ R
×
1 which form a basis of R1 as (left and right) R0-module and
which satisfy:
1. biR0 = R0bi for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
2. for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t there is 1 ≤ k ≤ t such that bibj ∈ bkR0,
3. for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t there is 1 ≤ l ≤ t such that b−1i ∈ blR0.
Suppose t is invertible in R0.
Then: R0 is noetherian if and only if R1 is noetherian. In this case both rings
have the same global dimension.
Proof. E.g. [ST5], Lem. 8.8. 
Corollary 7.3. Keeping the assumptions R0 is an Auslander regular ring if and
only if this holds true for R1.
Proof. Assume that R0 is Auslander regular. Let N be a finitely generated left or
right R1-module. We have a group isomorphism
(7.1) Ext∗R1(N,R1)
∼
−→ Ext∗R0(N,R0).
Indeed, using a projective resolution of N by finitely generated free R1-modules this
reduces to ∗ = 0 and N = R1. Denoting by l : R1 → R0 the projection onto the b1-
component the map Φ 7→ l ◦ Φ is the desired bijection. Now let L ⊆ ExtlR1(N,R1)
be any R1-submodule. Since R1 is noetherian and N is finitely generated so is
ExtlR1(N,R1) and L. Consider L as R0-module. Then it is finitely generated and
so from L ⊆ ExtlR0(N,R0) we deduce by (AC) for the finitely generated R0-module
N that jR0(L) ≥ l. But this implies jR1(L) ≥ l by (7.1).
Conversely, suppose that R1 is Auslander regular. Let N be a finitely generated
left R0-module and let L ⊆Ext
l
R0
(N,R0) be any right R0-module. It is finitely
generated by the same argument as above. Put N1 := R1 ⊗R0 N whence
L⊗R0 R1 ⊆ Ext
l
R0
(N,R0)⊗R0 R1 = Ext
l
R1
(N1, R1).
By (AC) for N1 we have jR1(L⊗R0 R1) ≥ l and so Ext
k
R1
(L⊗R0 R1, R1) = 0 for all
k < l. One has
ExtkR1(L⊗R0 R1, R1) = R1 ⊗R0 Ext
k
R0
(L,R0)
as left R1-modules and so Ext
k
R0
(L,R0) = 0 for all k < l by faithful flatness of R1.
By definition we obtain jR0(L) ≥ l. The proof for right modules being the same
this shows that R0 is Auslander regular. 
Consider a number p−1 < s < 1 in pQ such that sκ < p−
1
p−1 . Define S to be the
set of all positive real p-power roots of such numbers. Clearly, S ⊆ (p−1, 1) ∩ pQ
and, most importantly, S contains a sequence s ↑ 1.
Turning back to our compact locally L-analytic group G which is uniform satis-
fying (L) recall that we have a filtration of D(G,K) by Fre´chet-Stein subalgebras
D(G,K) ⊇ D(G1,K) ⊆ D(G2,K) ⊇ ...
coming via functoriality from the lower p-series (Gm)m of G.
It is clear from the definition that the subfamily of norms ||.||
(m)
r¯ , r ∈ S gives
each D(Gm,K) a Fre´chet-Stein structure.
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Lemma 7.4. Let r ∈ S and choose p−1 < s < 1, sκ < p−
1
p−1 such that rp
m
= s for
some m ∈ N0. The norm res(‖.‖r¯) induces on D(G
m,K) the same topology as the
norm ||.||
(m)
s¯ . Furthermore, Dr(G,K) is a finite and free (left or right) module over
the subring Ds(G
m,K) on a basis any set of coset representatives for G/Gm. In
particular, Dr(G,K) is Auslander regular if and only if this is true for Ds(G
m,K)
and both rings have the same global dimension.
Proof. The last two claims follow from the second according to Lem. 7.2 and Cor.
7.3.
Let us assume p 6= 2 so that κ = 1. Now p−1 < s = rp
m
implies p−1 < r(p
m−1).
Thus, Cor. 6.4 yields that res(‖.‖r¯) induces the same topology as q ◦ res(||.||r)
on the subring D(Gm,K) ⊆ D(G,K). Moreover, Dr(G,K) is a finite free module
over the closure D(r)(G
m,K) with basis any set of coset representatives for G/Gm.
But, according to Prop. 6.2 res(||.||r) = ||.||
(m)
rp
m on D(Gm0 ,K). Thus, res(‖.‖r¯)
induces in fact the same topology as q(||.||
(m)
rp
m ) = ||.||
(m)
s¯ on D(G
m,K) whence
D(r)(G
m,K) = Ds(G
m,K).
This settles the case p 6= 2 and the case p = 2 follows in a similar fashion. 
Proposition 7.5. Consider the usual family ‖.‖r¯, p
−1 < r < 1, r ∈ pQ of quotient
norms on D(G,K). If r ∈ S then Dr(G,K) is Auslander regular and of global
dimension ≤ d.
Proof. Let r ∈ S. Choose m ∈ N0 such that r
pm =: s satisfies p−1 < s < 1
in pQ with sκ < p−
1
p−1 . Then Ds(G
m,K) is an Auslander regular ring of global
dimension ≤ d according to Prop. 7.1. Thus, by the preceding lemma the same is
true for Dr(G,K). 
Theorem 7.6. Let G be a compact locally L-analytic group of dimension d. Then
D(G,K) admits a two-sided K-Fre´chet-Stein structure consisting of Auslander reg-
ular Banach algebras of global dimension ≤ d.
Proof. Choose an open normal subgroup H which is uniform and satisfies (L).
Consider the set of norms ||.||r, r ∈ S on D(H0,K) and let q(||.||r), r ∈ S be
the family of quotient norms on D(H,K). Choose a system R of representatives
gi containing 1 for the cosets in G/H and use the decomposition D(G0,K) =
⊕iD(H0,K)gi to define on D(G0,K) for each r ∈ S the maximum norm:
||
∑
i
λi gi||r := max
i
||λi||r.
As explained in section 3 the corresponding completions Dr(G0,K) resp. their
quotients Dr(G,K) constitute a two-sided K-Fre´chet-Stein structure on D(G0,K)
resp. D(G,K). Now a direct calculation gives that such a quotient norm ‖.‖r¯ on
D(G,K) restricts to q(||.||r) on the subring D(H,K). Hence, the ring extension
Dr(H,K) ⊆ Dr(G,K) satisfies the assumptions of Cor. 7.3. But the preceding
proposition yields that Dr(H,K) is Auslander regular of global dimension ≤ d. 
8. Dimension and duality
In this last section G denotes an arbitrary locally L-analytic group. We indicate
two applications of our results.
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For any compact open subgroup H ⊆ G the algebra D(H,K) is endowed with
the two-sided Fre´chet-Stein structure exhibited in the last theorem. It then satisfies
the axiom (DIM) formulated in [ST5], Sect. 8. In [loc.cit.], Sect. 6 the authors
introduce the abelian category CG of coadmissible (left) D(G,K)-modules. We do
not recall the precise definition here. As an immediate consequence of (DIM) the
codimension theory, as developed in [loc.cit.] over Qp, is now available on CG.
In particular, any nonzero M ∈ CG has a well-defined codimension jD(H,K)(M),
independent of the choice of H and bounded above by dimLG. A coadmissible
module which is either zero or has maximal codimension equal to dimLG is called
zero-dimensional.
As an application we prove that coadmissible modules coming from smooth
or, more general, U(g)-finite G-representations (as studied in [ST1]) are zero-
dimensional. These are natural generalizations of the theorems [ST5], 8.12 and
8.15. For the basic properties of CG and its codimension which will be used in the
following we refer to [loc.cit.].
Proposition 8.1. Consider a d-dimensional locally L-analytic group H which is
uniform and satisfies (L) with corresponding L-basis x1, ..., xd of gL, the Lie algebra
of H. Let λ1, ..., λd be elements of U(gL), the enveloping algebra, such that λj =
Pj(xj) where Pj is a nonzero polynomial in L[X ] with Pj(0) = 0. Denote by J the
left ideal of D(H,K) generated by the λj . The coadmissible module D(H,K)/J is
zero-dimensional.
Proof. Since J is finitely generated the D(H,K)-modules J and D(H,K)/J are
coadmissible. It thus suffices to fix r ∈ S and prove
jDr(H,K) (Dr(H,K)/Dr(H,K)J) ≥ d.
By Lem. 7.4 we have with R1 := Dr(H,K), R0 := Ds(H
m,K) that R1 is free as
R0-module on the finite basis R. Here, m ∈ N0 is appropriately chosen, s = r
pm
and R is a finite system of representatives for the cosets in H/Hm. According to
(the proof of) Cor. 4.5 the uniform group Hm satisfies (L) with the L-basis pmxj .
Let h11, ..., hnd denote the induced minimal ordered generating system for H
m and
put as usual bj := h1j − 1. According to Prop. 5.9 the elements b
α, α ∈ Nd0 are a
topologicalK-basis for the Banach space R0 and moreover, orthogonal with respect
to ||.||
(m)
s¯ . As graded ring we have gr˙sR0 = (gr˙ K)[σ(b1), ..., σ(bd)] where σ denotes
the principal symbol map.
Since Hm ⊆ H is open we may consider the left ideal J0 generated by λ1, ..., λd
inside R0. Abbreviate J1 := Dr(H,K)J and use faithful flatness of R1 over R0
to obtain jR1(R1/J1) = jR0(R0/J0). Since R0 is Zariski with Auslander regular
graded ring the right-hand side equals jgr˙s R0(gr˙sR0/gr˙s J0) according to [[LVO],
III.2.5.2. By standard commutative algebra the commutative noetherian regular
and catenary domain gr˙sR0 is Cohen-Macaulay with respect to Krull dimension
(on the category of finitely generated modules) ([BH], Cor. 3.5.11). Since gr˙sR0
has Krull dimension d + 1 it therefore suffices to show that the finitely generated
module gr˙sR0/gr˙s J0 has Krull dimension ≤ 1.
Now identifying the Lie algebras of Hm and Hm0 over Qp we have p
mxj = log(1+
bj) in R0. In gr˙sR0 we obtain σ(log(1 + bj)) = σ(bj) by definition of the norm
||.||
(m)
s¯ and the fact that s
κ < p−
1
p−1 . Since σ(pm) ∈ gr˙ L is a unit and since
Pj(0) = 0 we obtain
σ(λj) = σ(Pj(xj)) = P
′
j(σ(bj))
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with some nonconstant polynomial P ′j ∈ (gr˙ L)[X ]. Since σ(λj) ∈ gr˙s J0 we have a
surjection
(gr˙ K)[σ(b1)]/(σ(λ1))⊗gr˙ K ...⊗gr˙ K (gr˙ K)[σ(bd)]/(σ(λd))→ gr˙sR0/gr˙s J0.
Each (gr˙ K)[σ(bj)]/(σ(λj)) is finitely generated as a module over the one-dimensional
ring gr˙ K and hence, so is gr˙sR0/gr˙s J0. Then gr˙sR0/gr˙s J0 has Krull dimension
≤ 1. 
Theorem 8.2. LetM ∈ CG. If the action of the universal enveloping algebra U(gL)
is locally finite, i.e., if U(gL)x, for any x ∈M , is a finite dimensional L-vectorspace
then M is zero-dimensional.
Proof. Fix an open subgroup H ⊆ G that is uniform satisfying (L) and let x ∈M .
It suffices to check that the cyclic module D(H,K)x ∈ CH is zero-dimensional.
Let x1, ..., xd be a basis of gL realising condition (L) for H . Write D(H,K)x =
D(H,K)/J1 with some left ideal J1 of D(H,K) and let J0 be the kernel ideal of
U(gL) → U(gL)x. Then J0 ⊆ J1 and the left ideal J0 of U(gL) has, by assump-
tion, finite codimension in U(gL). Hence, there is a left ideal J ⊆ J1 in D(H,K)
satisfying the assumptions of the preceding proposition. Thus D(H,K)/J is zero-
dimensional and hence, so is its quotient D(H,K)/J1. 
A smooth G-representation V is called admissible-smooth if, for any compact
open subgroup H ⊆ G, the vector subspace V H of H-invariant vectors in V is
finite dimensional. An admissible-smoothG-representation equipped with the finest
locally convex topology is admissible in the sense that its strong dual lies in CG
([ST5], Thm. 6.6).
Corollary 8.3. If V is an admissible-smooth G-representation then the correspond-
ing coadmissible D(G,K)-module is zero-dimensional.
Proof. By smoothness the derived Lie algebra action on V is trivial. The corre-
sponding coadmissible module M is the strong dual V ′b with D(G,K)-action in-
duced by the contragredient G-action. Thus U(gL)x = Lx for all x ∈ M and the
preceding theorem applies. 
Theorem 8.4. Let G be compact and M ∈ CG. If the K-vectorspace
Mr := Dr(G,K)⊗D(G,K) M
is finite dimensional for all r ∈ S then M is zero-dimensional.
Proof. Let H ⊆ G be an open uniform subgroup satisfying (L). Letting x ∈ M
it suffices to prove that D(H,K)x ∈ CH is zero-dimensional. Write D(H,K)x =
D(H,K)/J, J some left ideal and fix r ∈ S. Since Dr(H,K) is flat over D(H,K)
according to [ST5], Remark 3.2 we have an inclusion of Dr(H,K)-modules
Dr(H,K)/Dr(H,K)J = Dr(H,K)⊗D(H,K) D(H,K)x −→Mr
and hence the left-hand side is finite-dimensional over K. If gL denotes the Lie
algebra the left ideal J0 := (K ⊗L U(gL)) ∩ (Dr(H,K)J) has therefore finite K-
codimension inK⊗LU(gL). As in the proof of the preceding theoremD(H,K)/D(H,K)J0
and also D(H,K)/J are zero-dimensional. 
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As a second consequence let us remark that the duality theory for admissible
locally analytic representations (in the sense of [ST6]) is now completely available
over the base field L. Thus, also for locally L-analytic groups G, the duality functor
(defined on the bounded derived category of D(G,K)-modules with coadmissible
cohomology) is an anti-involution. Due to the presence of the codimension the cat-
egory CG is filtered by abelian subquotient categories and the functor is computed
as a particular Ext-group on each of them.
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